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Background: Mapping biases
Learners exhibit mapping biases that lead them to attend to specific 
properties in input and over time use them as either as unlearnt or acquired 
“cues” to presence of a given linguistic unit.

Examples: From signal to segment & acquire prosodic units

• An unlearnt cue: If a sound sequence can be preceded and followed by 
silence, it is a prosodic unit (cf. Aslin et al. 1996; Endress & Bonatti 2007)

• An acquired cue (our formulation): 
• A stressed syllable marks the left edge of a Foot in English; a Foot is a possible 

Prosodic Word (cf. Cutler’s 1990 Metrical Segmentation Strategy; Cutler 2012) 

From prosodic units to word class units

• An acquired cue (our formulation): 
• If a Prosodic Word in English consists of a Foot preceded by a weak syllable, it is a 

Verb (Cassidy & Kelly 1991; Kelly 1992). 4



Background: Meaning-Syntax Mapping biases
From concepts to word units

• If a sound form denotes a THING, it maps to a Noun.
• (Grimshaw 1981; Macnamara 1982)

• If a sound form denotes an individuated entity (bounded in space & time), 
it maps to a Noun (Individuation Hypothesis, Gentner 1982) 

• If a sound form denotes an ACTION, it maps to a Verb (Gleitman & Wanner, 
1982; Maratsos 1990).

• If referential expressions are universally expressed by syntactic phrases, the 
above mappings actually involve concept-to-XP mappings (à la Jackendoff
1983). Knowledge of what Nouns or Verbs mean follows from Headedness 
Principle of generative syntax (All XPs have Head of same word class.)
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Background: Learning mechanisms
• Associative learning: Words are arbitrary mappings of sound forms to 

meanings
• (Saussure/de Mauro edn. 1973; Ellis 2006)

• Things are actually more complicated: For our purposes, arbitrary mappings 
of sound forms to pictures or videos; Visual stimuli activate concepts that are 
then mapped to sound forms.

• Concepts are not “images” as Saussure claimed but complex & abstract units 
of Conceptual Structures (Jackendoff 1983; 2002).

• Distributional learning: A form X is located absolutely (edge of 
sentence, edge of phrase) or relatively (immediately followed by Y, 
immediately preceded by Y).

• (Bates & MacWhinney 1989; Braine 1965, 1966, 1987; Cartwright & Brent 1997; Maratsos & Chalkley 
1980; Saffran 2001)
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Background: Visual input & “Context”

• What about visual input as cues to meaning?

• Role of “context”
• Everyone assumes meanings are inferred from “context”, presumably non-

linguistic percepts.
• Visual processing + inference

• Establishing referents + tracking referents in discourse
• Activation of encyclopaedic knowledge (propositional knowledge, schemata)

• Activation of social knowledge (cues to social roles, behavioural expectations)

• Direct activation of L1 words?
• Processing L2 speech is known to activate L1 lexicon (Sunderman & Kroll 2006)
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Background: Tracking referents visually

• Some work on gesture and reference, eye gaze & body orientation. 
• Literature on non-verbal cues in L1 acquisition, including following parental 

gaze & pointing (Baldwin 1991, 1993; Brooks & Meltzoff 2008; Cartmill et al. 
2013, inter alia). 

• Gesture as communication strategy in SLA (Gullberg 1998, 2010; Mohan & 
Helmer 1988).

• Gesture as aid in segmentation (Gullberg et al. 2010)

• Our definition: visual stimuli lead to activation of stored linguistic & 
encyclopaedic knowledge resulting in Conceptual Structures 

• possibly linked to Spatial Structures where size and shape of entities are 
encoded. (Jackendoff 1983, 2002).
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Background 3: What we know about nouns
• Nouns easier to acquire than verbs in L1 

• Nouns easier to identify than verbs from visual cues (Gillette et al. 1999)
• Referents that are “concrete” or perceptually-bounded map to “easy” words 

as Nouns (Gentner’s 1982 Individuation Hypothesis)

• Concrete & “imageable” nouns are easy to acquire in L2 (de Groot & 
Keijzer 2000; de Groot & Van Hell 2005)

• INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns also readily learnt (Carroll 2012, 2014).
• Action verbs (like jump and touch) are “easy” words to acquire in L1 

(Gleitman et al. 2005). 
• L2 word-learning known to be guided by structure of L1 lexicon & 

formal similarity of L1 words to L2 words activates latter (cognates) 
See de Groot & Keijzer 2000; Carroll 2012, 2014.
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Our methodology
• Well-tested methodology for study of input effects on absolute 

beginners (Carroll 2012, 2014; Carroll & Widjaja 2013; Carroll & 
Windsor 2015).

• We choose absolute beginners for methodological reasons: Their L2 lexicon = 
zero.

• Audio stimuli (sentences) + visual stimuli
• Training trial: Target words embedded in presentational statements; List 

format (fully randomized)
• Question trial: Target words and foils embedded in conjunctions in forced-

choice questions; List format (fully randomized).
• If learner makes errors, Training trial + Question trial sequence repeated to 

maximum of 10 trials.

• Learning to criterion = learning all words.
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Design: This study

• Part1: Ethics consent (general description of project goals + tasks).

• Part 2: Working memory test (computational span task)

• Part 3: Learners watch short Pingu video clips and describe them in 
English (control for L1 word activation).

• Part 4: 
• Phase 1 = Bare Noun learning (N = 24)
• Phase 2 = Verb learning (N = 5)
• Phase 3 = Noun subclasses/affixes (N = 5)
• Phase 4 = Generalization Test
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Exact measures of frequency of exposure

• Each Training trial + Question trial = 1 exposure cycle (2 exposures to 
target word).

• We count number of exposure cycles needed to learn to criterion.
• We count number of repetition of nouns and verbs across Phases.

• Previous research looking at just noun-learning (proper names: 
cognates versus non-cognates) suggests once a word form is 
segmented and stored in memory, frequency plays no role.

• Will it matter for learning word-classes and sub-types of nouns?
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Exact measures of distribution of forms

• We carry out precise linguistic descriptions of our presentational 
sentences + Test questions phonetically, phonologically, morpho-
syntactically and semantically.

• This will give us good handle on role of distributional learning.
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Methodology: Bare noun learning (N = 24)

• Training trials
• 24 sentence-image pairs presented in random order

• 24 target nouns x 4 semantic types: 6 THING-denoting nouns, 6 
INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns, 6 AGGREGATE-denoting nouns, 6 
SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns 

• 3 different sentence frames by position: target noun in initial, medial, or final 
position; balanced across semantic types

• Participants asked to look at image presented on screen and listen to Lab-
Persian sentence presented auditorily

• task is to learn names of items in pictures
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• Test trials
• 24 question-image pairs presented in random order

• images identical to those used in training trials

• Participants asked to look at image presented on screen and listen to Lab-
Persian forced-choice question presented auditorily

• Target nouns = those presented in training trials; foils = mix of 12 familiar 
nouns (chosen from the target nouns) and 12 novel nouns

• Participants press a key on computer keyboard corresponding to their choice 
using spatial metaphor (first possible choice = left key; second possible choice 
= right key)

• if participants score less than 100%, training trial + test trial cycle repeats; 
participants are given 10 chances to score 100% (criterion)
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Stimuli: Noun learning
Training trials (THING): Test trials:

17

/in      æst dʒɑm/ /ɑjɑ in     dʒɑm æst jɑ ʃir/ 
this   is      bowl whether   this  bowl is     or  milk 

‘This is bowl.’ ‘Is this bowl or milk?’ 



Methodology: Verb learning (N = 5)

Essentially same procedures:
• Training trials

• 15 sentence-video pairs presented in random order
• 5 verbs in total, each verb presented 3 times

• 3 different word orders are used (SVO, SOV, VSO); each target verb is 
presented once in each word order

• participants asked to look at video clip presented on screen and listen to Lab-
Persian sentence presented auditorily

• task is to learn the verbs shown in the video clips
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• Test trials
• 15 question-video pairs presented in random order

• video clips identical to those used in training trials

• participants asked to look at video presented on screen and listen to Lab-
Persian forced-choice question presented auditorily

• target verbs are those presented in training trials; foils are made up of a mix 
of the 15 target verbs

• participants are asked to press a key corresponding to their choice

• if participants score less than 100%, the training trials-test trials cycle repeats; 
participants are given 10 chances to score 100% (criterion)
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Stimuli: Verb learning
Training trials: Test trials:

20

/kudæk miz tæmɑjol kærd/ /ɑjɑ in-dʒɑ kudæk miz læms kærd
child      table  approaching  did whether   this-place    child        table    touching   did 

‘Child approaches table.’ jɑ kudæk miz tæmɑjol kærd/  
or    child      table     approaching    did

‘Is it child table touches or child table approaches?‘



Participants

• 22 Anglophones from UCalgary campus (Introduction to Linguistics 
participant pool or recruited with posters)

• Age: mean = 21.55, range = 18-39

• Sex: 18 female, 4 male
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Research questions
• For project 

• Will absolute beginners learn word classes and subclasses? 
• Will we find evidence for role of specific learning mechanisms? (future 

research)
• Will we find evidence of L1 transfer through analysis of English-language 

video descriptions? (future research)

• For this conference
• Do absolute beginners learn both nouns and verbs?
• Do absolute beginners show evidence of distinguishing sub-classes of nouns 

on very first exposure to Lab-Persian?
• More generally, what are implications of using still pictures & videos to 

investigate “context” and role of meaning in learning L2 words?
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Predictions
• L1-mediation Hypothesis: If visual stimuli activate concepts that, in 

turn, activate L1 lexical entries, nouns and verbs should be acquired 
equally easily.

• Verb-Opacity Hypothesis: If learners are dependent on context for 
learning both nouns & verbs and contextual cues for nouns are more 
transparent than cues for verbs, learners should have higher accuracy 
scores on nouns and have lower exposure cycles to criterion.

• Concreteness Hypothesis: If “concreteness” of meaning (referent can 
be found visually) is what matters, learners should learn all sub-types 
of nouns equally easily.
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Predictions

• Individuation Hypothesis: If visual input makes referents bounded in 
space, then learners should have higher accuracy scores on THING-
denoting and INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns than on SUBSTANCE- and 
AGGREGATE-denoting nouns.

• N.B. learners will be biased to process first THINGs, not material they are 
made of; CONTAINERs, not LIQUIDS they contain, etc. 

• Learners will be biased to attend to individual THINGs. They may need 
language to focus their attention on fact that some THINGs form collections 
(family, dishes, clothing), PAIRS-OF-THINGs (couples, pairs), MULTIPLE THINGs 
(shoes, penguins).

• Learners will respond more slowly to any category that is harder to 
process.
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Results Trial 1: Noun learning vs. verb learning
• due to the unbalanced and correlated nature of the data, Generalized 

Estimating Equations (GEEs) were used in the analysis

• Response accuracy:
• Trial 1 scores on bare nouns are significantly higher than on verbs

• (Nouns:EMM = 0.383, SE = 0.092; verbs: EMM = -0.097, SE = 0.110), B = -0.480, SE = 
0.143, c2(1) = 11.2, p < .001

• Reaction time:
• Trial 1 reaction times on nouns are significantly lower than on verbs 

(Nouns: EMM = 0.341, SE = 0.068; Verbs: EMM = 5.73, SE = 0.097), 
B = 2.321, SE = 0.118, c2(1) = 386.0, p < .001
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Descriptive statistics

Noun learning Verb Learning
Trial 1 scores M = 59.47, SD = 10.62 M = 47.58, SD = 13.22 

Trials to criterion M = 5.95, SD = 1.46
(Min. = 3, Max. = 9, Mode = 7)

M = 5.72, SD = 2.00 
(Min. = 3, Max. = 10, Mode = 4)
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Results: Noun learning, individuation
• Comparison OBJECT- and INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns and others 

(AGGREGATE- and SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns)

• Response accuracy:
• results show that there is no significant main effect of individuation on Trial 1 

scores, 
• (B = -0.063, SE = 0.189, c2(1) = 0.1, p = .740)
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• Reaction time:
• Significant main effect of individuation on Trial 1 RT, 

• B = -0.275, SE = 0.079, c2(1) = 12.1, p < .001

• Items that can be individuated have a significantly lower reaction time   
than items that can not be individuated  

• (individuated: EMM = 3.37, SE = 0.084; non-individuated EMM = 3.65, SE = 
0.095). 
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Results: Noun learning, semantic type
• THINGs, INDIVIDUALs, AGGREGATEs, and SUBSTANCEs on initial trial

• Response accuracy:
• results show that there is no significant main effect of semantic type on Trial 1 

scores, c2(3) = 1.7, p = .640

• Reaction time:
• Significant main effect of semantic type on Trial 1 RT, 

• c2(3) = 17.1, p < .001
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Pairwise comparisons of latencies
• THINGs (EMM = 3.30, SE = 0.103)

INDIVIDUALs (EMM = 3.38, SE = 0.089)
AGGREGATEs (EMM = 3.63, SE = 0.099)

SUBSTANCEs (EMM = 3.35, SE = 0.093)

Overall, reaction times are highest for AGGREGATE nouns, suggesting 
they are more difficult to process from visual stimuli.

• AGGREGATE vs. INDIVIDUAL: p = .166
AGGREGATE vs. THING: p = .002

AGGREGATE vs. SUBSTANCE: p = .030
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Summary

Hypothesis Hypothesis Prediction confirmed

Accuracy greater Trial 1 for nouns Verb Opacity Hypothesis √
Latencies lower Trial 1 for nouns Verb Opacity Hypothesis √
Fewer trials to criterion Verb Opacity Hypothesis X

Accuracy greater Trial 1 {THING,
INDIVIDUALs} vs. {SUBSTANCE, AGGREGATES}

Individuation Hypothesis X

Latencies lower Trial 1 Individuation Hypothesis √ (partially)
Accuracy greater Trial 1 Semantic types X

Latencies lower Trial 1 Semantic types (AGGREGATEs) √
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Nouns are easy; verbs are harder

• Why?

• Hyp: We attend not to ACTION but to EVENT and these are expressed 
as complex predicate-argument structures, 

GOMOTION ([PINGU]INDIVIDUAL-1), ([FROM ([DOORSPECIFIC ]PLACE-2 TO                        
([TABLESPECIFIC ] PLACE-3 ))]PATH-4 )

MANNER: WALKING

referential tier: 1 2 3 4 5                                                                   EVENT-5
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In our video of Pingu

we cognize INDIVIDUALs and THINGs readily + MOTION ALONG A PATH 
(bounded at each end) as well as a MANNER-OF-MOTION (walking).

• It is not straightforward to “parse” Conceptual Representation into a 
single concept that maps to a Verb.

• N.B. one’s semantic theory matters here a lot!

• It may well be that MOTION, PATH and MANNER-OF-MOTION require 
first a syntactic parse to become salient (in keeping with Gleitman’s
Syntactic Bootstrapping Hypothesis).
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Lexicalization of ACTION concepts not simple

• We can translate our Lab-Persian sentence as ‘Pingu approached the 
table’ but what we see is displacement in space (and time) of Pingu
and this can be linguistically rendered in many ways.

• Linguistic cues (linguistic distributional facts) tell us how Verb 
lexicalizes concepts.

• Pingu went from the door to the table. NP V PP PP
• Pingu approached the table.                    NP V NP
• Pingu walked to the table.                        NP V PP
• …

• In short, while Nouns afford a direct word-to-context relationship, 
Verbs do not. Visual information is not informative enough.
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Perceptual individuation not the answer

• Contra our expectation, nouns denoting entities bounded in space 
(THING- and INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns) were not easier to learn 
than SUBSTANCE- or AGGREGATE-denoting nouns.

• Individuation Hypothesis not confirmed.
• Of course, our measures of learning do not require much semantic 

processing. More demanding behavioural tasks (especially production) might 
show differences yet among subclasses. Alternatively, concreteness might be 
all that matters, as Gleitman et al. (2005, ft. 3) suggest

• AGGREGATE-denoting nouns are harder to process.
• We think this is because they require learner to scan larger area of visual 

field, attend to multiple THINGs, & infer that multiple items in different 
spatial locations are under discussion.
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Conclusions
• Our methodology for studying word learning permits fine-grained 

analyses of linguistic & non-linguistic (visual) input.
• We have explored here ways in which visual stimuli help make 

concepts accessible. 
• Verbs appear to be harder to learn than Nouns. Using dynamic 

videos, which make ACTIONs salient, did not appear to facilitate Verb-
learning. 

• English-language descriptions (not discussed here) suggest that 
ACTIONs/EVENTs are nonetheless perceptually salient in the videos in that 
viewers can talk about them

• Verbs appeared to be harder to process than Nouns. Visual 
information may not be rich enough.
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Conclusions

• Nouns can denote many different kinds of concepts. 
• We focused here on sub-types of concrete nouns (THINGs, INDIVIDUALs, 

SUBSTANCEs, AGGREGATEs). 
• AGGREGATEs are harder to process than other sub-types.

• Pictures and videos are commonly used in our lab studies, in 
textbooks, in testing. What exactly are learners doing with them?

• Research methods helping to unpack “contextual contributions” to how word 
meanings are learnt in SLA are very much needed. 
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List of target nouns
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Semantic)Class) Object) Individual) Collective) Substance)

Target)Words)

spoon%
/kɑ.'ʃok/%

child%
/ku.'dæk/%

clothing%
/æl.bæ.sɛ/%

snow%
/'bærf/%

chair%
/sæn.dæ.'li/%

artist%
/ho.nær.'mænd/%

furniture%
/væ.sɑ.'jɛl/%

wool%
/bɑf.tæ.'ni/%

bowl%
/dʒɑm/%

shopkeeper%
/kɑ.sɛb/%

dishes%
/'zo.ruf/%

wood%
/tʃub/%

table%
/miz/%

mailman%
/pɛjk/%

cutlery%
/kɑrd.tʃæn.'gɑl/%

fabric%
/pɑr.'tʃɛ/%

fish%
/mɑ.'hi/%

adult%female%
/zæn/%

fruit%
/mi.'vɛ/%

water%
/ɑb/%

pillow%
/mo.tæ.kɑ/%

adult%male%%
/mærd/%

family%
/bæs.tɛ.'gɑn/%

paper%
/bær.gɛ/%

 



List of foil nouns
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Semantic)Class) Object) Individual) Collective) Substance)

Foil)Words)

book$
/kɛ.tɑb/$

doctor$
/tɛb/$

team$
/jɑr/$

salt$
/næ.mæk/$

car$
/sæ.vɑ.ri/$

chef$
/sær.ɑʃ.pæz/$

garbage$
/zo.bɑ.lɛ/$

milk$
/ʃir/$

shirt$
/pi.rɑ.hæn/$

teacher$
/dæ.bir/$

tools$
/æb.zɑr/$

shampoo$
/mu/$

 



List of target verbs
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Target'Words'

/hæ.rɛ.kæt))kærd/)
)moving)))))))did)
'move')
/læms)))))))kærd/)
)touching))did)
'touch')
/tæ.mɑ.jol)))))))kærd/)
)approaching))did)
'approach')
/nɛ.gɑ)))))))kærd/)
'looking))))did)
'see')
/ɛs.tɛ.fæ.dɛ)))kærd/)
using))))))))))))did)
'use')

 



Participants

Participant status N Comments

No. tested 59

Data useable 43 16
Exclusions

Withdrawals 4 Partial data

Criterion Bare Nouns 42

Failed Criterion Bare 
Nouns

18
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Bare nouns Means on Training Cycles

Number of Training Cycle Means Range

1        (N = 59) 54.3 0—83.3

2        (N = 59) 70.1 45.8-91.6

3        (N = 59) 79.09 41.67-100

4        (N = 58) 86.2 45.83*-100

5        (N  = 52) 88 50-100

6        (N = 45 ) 88.5 50-100

7        (N = 38) 89.36 41.67-100

8        (N = 28) 89.88 45.83-100

9        (N = 24) 89.23 58.3-100

10      (N = 21) 86.7 54.17-100
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Verb Means on Training Cycles

Number of Training Cycle Means Range

1          (N = 40)◈ 49.4 20-80

2          (N = 39) 64.1 64-100

3          (N = 39) 76.4 40-100

4          (N = 35) 82 46.67-100

5          (N = 29) 85.28 60-100

6          (N = 16) 85.79 46.67-100

7          (N = 15) 84.07 60-100

8          (N = 12)◈ 85.55 60-100

9          (N = 8) 82.49 73.33-93.33

10        (N = 8) 85.83 66.67-100
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Noun + Suffixes Means on Training Trials

Number of Training Cycle1 Mean Range

1          (N = 34) 60.29 41.67-83.33

2          (N = 34) 80.88 45.83-100

3          (N = 33) 90.65 66.67-100

4          (N = 25) 92.33 75-100

5          (N = 19) 96.92 87.5-100

6          (N = 9)◈ 98.95 95.83-100

7          (N = 2) 95.83 91.67-100

8          (N = 1) 95.83 95.83

9          (N = 1) 100 100
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